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AssrRAcr

Paraotwayite, a new mineral species from the Otway
nickel occurence in the Pilbara region of Western Aus-
tralia, occurs as green fibrous masses and cross-fibre vein-
lets in a mineral assemblage consisting largely of millerite
and nickeloan chrysotile. Its composition corresponds to
N(OH)2JSO4,COr)0.s", with x- 0.6. The minerql is
monoclinic, with a 7*89(1), b 2.96(l), and c 13.63(3) A, B
gl.l?)", V=318 L3; Z= 6^. Its strongest five X-ray
powder-diffraction tines tdin A$)(hkl)l a'.e: 6.81(10)(002),
5. 083(8X 1 02), 3. 859(5)(1 03,20 l), 2.9M(4)(010'203) and
2.239(8)(2li,ol4). tts density is 3.30 (meas.) and 3.520
g/cm3 (calc.); its hardness VHN26 is 223. In transmitted
Iight, paraotwayite is weakly pleochroic from bluish green
to yellowish green; it has parallel extinction and is length-
slow. Indices of refraction are 1.705 (n-J and 1.655
(n iJ. The name reflects the mineral's close compositional
and physical 3imilalify to otwayite.

Keywords: paraotwayite, otwayite, new mineral species,
nickel minerals, electron-microprobe analyses, X-ray
data, Pilbara region, Australia.

SoNalraalns

La paraotwayite, nouvelle espbce mindrale du gite de
nickel Otway, dans la rdgion de Pilbara en Australie occi-
dentale, se pr6sente en agregats de fibres vertes et en vei
nules d fibres transversales dans un assemblage de mille-
rite et de chrysotile nickelif0re. Sa composition rdpond d
N(OH)2JSO4,CO3)6.5', pour une valeur de x d'environ
0.6. C'est gn mindral monocliniqpe, a 7.89(1), b 2.96(l),
c 13.63(3) A, B 9t.t1z;", V = 318 A:, pour z:6.^Le.s cl'nq
raies les plus intenses du clichd de poudre Id en A(l)(hk!)j
sont: 6.81(10)(002), 5.083(8X102J, 3.859(5)(103,201),
2.a46(4)(010,203) et 2,239(8)Q12,014). Densite 3.30 (mesu-
r6e), 3.520 (calcul€e); duretd YHN2p 223. En lumiBre trans-
mise, la paraotwayite est faiblement pldochroique du vert
bleudtre au vert jaundtre; elle possbde une extinction paral-
Idle et un allongement positif. Ses indices de r6fraction sont
1.705 (n-*) et 1.655 (n6o). Son nom rappelle sa grande
ressemblance i la otwayite, tant en composition qu'en pro-
pri6t6s physiques.

(Iraduit par la Rddaction)

Mots-cl6s: paraotwayite, otwayrte, nouvelle espbce min€-
rale, min€raux nickelifdres, analyses d la microsonde
6lectronique, donndes de diffraction X, r€gion de Pil-
bara, Australie.

INTRoDUCTIoN

The o'nall Otway nickel deposit in the Pilbara

region of Western Australia (Nickel et al. 197 9) has
already been the source of two new nickel minerals,
otwayite (Nickel et al. 1977) and nullaginite (Nickel
& Berry 198 l). The occunence of a third new mineral
species at this locality emphasizes the unusual na-
ture of the nickel mineralization there.

The nickel minerals at the Otway deposit (Lat.
21o39'S, Long. 120'06'E) occur in shears in serpen-
tinized peridotite, and consist mainly of nodular
millelile, polydymite and pecoraite in a matrix of
nickel carbonates and silicates. The nickel minerali-
zation is attributed to hydrothermal and metasomatic
activify along the shears, and the primary assemblage
has been subjected to some supergene alteration due
to the effects of weathering.

The new mineral species pqraotwoyite has been
found in two specimens. Both specimens consist
largely of millerite nodules partly altered to polydym-
ite, in a matrix of green nickeloan chrysotile. Cut-
ting across this €rssemblage are veinlets of dolomite,
gaspeite and, to a lesser extent, paraotwayite. The
specimens containing paraotwayite were collected by
Mr. Charles Otway, after whom the occurence and
the species otwayite were named. The name paraot-
wayite was shosen because of the mineral's close
chemical and physical resemblance to otwayite, and
both mineral and name have been approved by the
I.M.A. Commission on New Minerals and Mineral
Names. Specimeus have been deposited with the
Western Australian State Mineral Collection
(Government Chemical Laboratories, Perth) and the
Museum of Victoria, Melbourne, Australia. No ad-
ditional samples are available for distribution.

APPEARANCE, PHYSICAL AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES

Paraotwayite occurs €rs masses of parallel to sub-
parallel fibres up to about 0.5 mm long and 5 pm
wide, some.in the form of cross-fibre veinlets. The
mineral is emerald-green in hand specimen, with a
silky lustre, and is virtually indistinguishable from
otwayite, which has a similar occurrence.

Paraotwayite is brittle, and has a hardness of YHN
223 (average of 5 determinations with a 20-g inden-
tor; standard deviation 22). Streak is white. Density,
determined by flotation in diluted Clerici solution,
is 3.30 g/cm3. No cleavage or parting was observed.
The mineral does not fluoresce under long- or short-
wave ultraviolet light, and is not attacked by cold
HCI or HNO".
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Paraotwayite is green in transmitted light, with
weak pleochroism, bluish green parallel to the fibre
length, and yellowish green normal to it. The fibres
have parallel extinction, and are length-slow. Indices'
of refraction along the principal optical directions
could not be determined'because of the fibrous
nature of the mineral, and only maximum and mini-
mum values could be obtained. These are 1.705
(parallel to fibre length) and 1.655 (normal to fibre
length). The mineral is assumed to be optically biax-
ial, although the fibres are too small for interference
figures; the optic axial aneile (22) could not be meas-
ured for the same reason.

A Gladstone-Dale calculation, based on the
anhydrous composition (see below), gives a median
index of refraction n of 1.653. The measured 7 is
1.688, which gives a compatibility index of 0.021,
regarded as excellent (Mandarino 1979).

CHEMIcAL CoMPosrrroN

A specimen of paraotwayite in polished section
was analyzed for Ni, Mg and S using an electron-
microprobe analyzer. The analysis was done by
means of crystal spectrometers, using the following
standards: pyrite (S), nickel metal (Ni) and MgO
(Mg). Corrections were made by the MAGIC com-
puter program (Colby l97l). Several milligrams of
paraotwayite were hand-picked from the same speci-
men for determination of H2O and COr, which was
done using a CHN analyzer by the Australian
Microanalytical Service. The results of the combined
analyses are shown in Table l.

The empirical formula, based on Ni + Mg : 1,
and as much OH as required to maintain charge
balance, is Nie.eeMge.0r(OH)r.43(SOJo.rr(COr)o.rz'
0.37 H2O.

The 0.37 moles H2O may be adsorbed water, and
may therefore not be essential in the ideal formula
of the mineral. Recalculation of the analysis to a
HrO-free formula gives the results shown in column
3 of Table l. Asslrming partial substitution of
2(OHf by SOa2- and CO32-, the generalized anhy-
drous formula for paraotwayite can be written

TABLS I. CEn{!C,AL COUPOSITION OT PAAAO!'AYITE

N(OH)2-/SO4, CO3)s.5p where x is approximately
0.6.

CnysralLocnapgy

Single-crystal X-ray studies could not be carried
out because single crystals of a sufficiently large size
could not be isolated. Electron-diffraction studies
gave a twodimensigrnal orthogonal lattice of dimen-
sions 3.0 and 13.6 A; the third dimension could not
be determined. However, the two parameters enabled
a fibre-rotation pattern to be partly indexed, and
those indexed lines were used to calculate and refine
the unit-cell parameters on the basis of a monoclinic
unit-cell with a 7.89(l), b 2.96(l), c 13.63(3) A, I
9l.lQ)' . The b repeat distance is paqrllel to the fibre
length. The unit-cell volume is 318 A3. Assuming Z
to be equal to 6, the calculated density is 3.520
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g/cm3, which is substantially€reater than the meas-
ured density of 3.30 g/cmt. The discrepancy is
probably due to the presence of adsorbed water.

The X-ray powder-diffraction pattern is shown jn
Table 2. The strongest line of the pattern (6.81 A)
is very closg to the strongest line of the otwayite pat-
tern (6.84 A; lNictet et al. 1977), owing to the fact
that the D dimension of otwayite is almost exactly
twice the c dimension of paraotwayite (Table 3).

DISCUSSION

The fractional mole of SO4 + CO3 in the gbner-
alized formula Ni(OH)zJSO4,CO3)0.5' raises a
question as to whether these components are essen-
tial. If x is taken as 0, the formula becomes
N(OH)2, but it is not known whether such a com-
position could maintain the paraotwayite structure.
A mineral of Ni(OH)r composition is known as the-
ophrastite, but its X-ray-diffraction pattern and
other properties (Marcopoulos & Economou 1981)
are quite distinct from those of paraotwayite. The
unit-cell parameters of paraotwayite and other nickel
hydroxide minerals are listed in Table 3 for compar-
ison. The only common feature amonp these
parameters is a dimension approximating 3 A, which
is also common to minerals of the brucite, pyroaurite
and carrboydite groups (Nickel & Wildman 1981);
this length represents the distance that separates octa-
hedral cation sites in a hexagonal close-packed lat-
tice of oxygen atom$. Until the crystal structures of
paraotwayite and the other minerals listed in Table
3 are determined, the structural interrelationships
among them must remain obscure.

The paragenetic relationship between paraotwayrte
and otwayite is unclear. Both occur as cross-fibre
veinlets that cut across a nickel-rich assemblage con-
sisting largely of millerite, polydymite and nickeloan
chrysotile, and are therefore relatively late in the
paragenetic sequence. However, otwayite and
paraotwayite have not been observed together, and
it was therefore not possible to determine whether
or not they had crystallized contemporaneously.
Some hydrothermal experiments were conducted in
an attempt to study the stability relations of the two
minerals, but had to be abandoned because neither
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of the two minerals could be synthesized usilg the
relatively unsophisticated experimental apparatus
available to us. An understanding of the stability
relations of these minerals will have to await a more
systematic study of the system NiCO3-NiSO4-H2O.
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